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Enriching Lives Everyday

World Environment Day Celebration at GSFC

thEvery year World Environment Day (WED) is celebrated on 5  of June to create worldwide 
awareness about major environmental issues. For WED-2016 theme given by the United 
Nation Environment Programme (UNEP) was Go Wild for Life. The theme was to create 
awareness about illegal trade in wildlife products; it is high time we stop illegal wildlife trade 
which is depleting Earth's precious biodiversity, natural heritage and pushing several species 
toward extinction. 

thIn order to celebrate WED-2016 several activities were conducted at GSFC on 4  of June, 
2016. A major tree plantation drive was organized at Fertilizernagar where around 100 
saplings of Sheesham were planted. Shri A M Tiwari, IAS, MD-GSFC inaugurated the 
plantation drive in presence of GPCB officials and GSFC employees at 10.45 am opposite to 
Karachia Gate, Fertilizernagar. On the occasion MD's Message was circulated to all GSFC 
employees in line with UNEP theme emphasising the significance of wildlife, through the 
message employees were requested to take pledge for judicious use of natural resources, 
protect the ecosystems and commit to eradicate the illegal trade in wildlife for a 
comprehensive sustainable development.
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A lecture on the theme Go Wild for Life was delivered by Shri B K Mohan Singhal from 
Brahma Kumaris at ADC auditorium at 3:00 pm. An informative bulletin was circulated to 
GSFC employees to create awareness about importance of wildlife and initiatives taken at 
GSFC. In addition several banners depicting slogans for environmental protection were put 
in the factory premises as well as in Fertilizernagar.  

GSFC employees' participation was overwhelming in all activities on the day making the 
celebration a grand success. 

In line with the Vision of Hon. Prime Minister of India and United Nation General Assembly 
stresolution, a grand Yoga Camp was organized at GSFC pavilion, Fertilizernagar on 21  June, 

2016 from 7:15 am to 8:00 am on the occasion of Vishwa Yoga Diwas. 

To mark the occasion many participants including Sr. Executives and employees of GSFC with 
their family members and students & teachers of Fertilizernagar School performed Yoga 
under the guidance of expert trainers from Yoga Niketan, Vadodara. Several Yogasana and  
their benefits were explained to the participants. At the end of the event an oath was taken by 
the participants where they pledged to make Yoga part of their daily life.

 International Yoga Day Celebration at GSFC



PreviousRecords Year New Records
(FY: 15-16)

(Figures In MT)

Urea I & II* 400930 1999-2000 411431

Mel. I & II 10335 2006-07 15697

Mel. II 10121 2006-07 10506

SA III & IV 610760 2014-15 634570

SA IV 451280 2014-15 483910

PA ** 62520 2012-13 65925

APS 302800 2011-12 310250

Fert. Bagging 811943 8492062012-13

Silo Stock
(Ever Lowest) 917 2014-15 234

* Urea Plants Record is of last 23 years Period.

** PA Plant Record is on 30.5% P2O5 Rock Utilization.

Plants

Ever Highest Production Records Achieved by the following 
Plants in FY: 2015-16
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GSFC Reduces MRP of Phosphatic Fertilizers

GSFC announced a major reduction in the Maximum Retail Price of its Phosphatic Fertilizers 
sold under its flagship brand name Sardar. GSFC has slashed the price of DAP up to Rs. 117 
per bag, ASP up to Rs. 32 per bag, and NPK (12:32:16 & 10:26:26 grades) up to Rs. 53 per bag 
with effect from 16th July, 2016. Price revisions are being rolled out in various states of the 
country and the final maximum retail price will vary as per prevailing tax laws. 

This revision is an effort to ease the burden on farmers across the country who were reeling 
under draught-like conditions for consecutive two years. With the prospects of a good 
monsoon this year, the price revision will add a much needed impetus to the on-going Kharif 
sowing. Meanwhile, Govt of India has asked all fertilizer companies in India to cut MRP of 
DAP, MOP and NPK fertilizers which come under NBS (Nutrient Based Subsidy) scheme. In 
the ongoing Parliament Session fertilizer Minister Mr. Ananth Kumar said if fertilizer 
companies are not reducing MRP accordingly then government may limit subsidy payment 
to them. Total subsidy outgo on complex fertilizers for current fiscal is estimated to be Rs. 
21274 Crore.   
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Fertilizer Industry body FAI has sought relaxation on Import duty on raw materials used for 
producing complex fertilizers in India. Fertilizer Association of India (FAI) has accused foreign 
suppliers of forming cartel and keeping raw material prices artificially higher to dump the 
complex fertilizer, including DAP, in India. 

In most of the cases exporters of raw materials and finished products are same entities. They 
price the raw materials and finished products in a manner that domestic production of 
finished products becomes unviable. At present, there is 5% import duty on phosphoric acid, 
ammonia, sulphur and 2.5% on rock phosphate. The duty on finished products like DAP and 
other complex fertilizers is also at the same level. 

As per the statement of FAI Director General, the industry is trying for import duty cut on raw 
materials for several years but to no avail. Same level of custom duty on Inputs as well as 
finished products and equal subsidy on imported and domestic products have adversely 
affected the domestic Industry. Domestic fertilizer Industry does the value addition of 
around $40 per tonne of fertilizer and also provides employment in fertilizer and ancillary 
Industry. 

Fertilizer Industry calls for Import Duty cut on Raw Materials

Union Cabinet approves revival of three closed urea units

The union cabinet chaired by the Prime Minister has approved  revival of three closed urea 
thunits in Gorakhpur (UP), Sindri (Jharkhand) and Barauni (Bihar) on 13  June, 2016. These 

include two defunct units of Fertilizer Corporation of India Limited (FCIL) at Sindri and 
Gorakhpur and one closed unit of Hindustan Fertilizers Corporation Limited (HFCL) at 
Barauni. 

The decision to revive these closed units was taken considering growing demand of urea in 
Bihar, West Bengal and Jharkhand. It will also ease pressure on railways and road 
infrastructure due to long distance transportation of Urea from Western and Central regions 
and thereby saving government subsidy on freight.  

The revival of these closed units will be done through Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) jointly 
formed by National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC), Coal India Limited (CIL), Indian Oil 
Corporation Limited (IOCL), Fertilizer Corporation of India Limited (FCIL) and Hindustan 
Fertilizers Corporation Limited (HFCL). It is estimated that the revival will cost around Rs. 
18000 Cr. which will be financed through a mix of equity and debt. The SPV will be formed 
through nomination route. Earlier in 2015, government had approved the revival through 
bidding route. However the bidding process could not be carried forward due to the receipt 
of only one application each against 'Request for Qualifications' (RFQs) for revival of 
Gorakhpur and Sindri Units of FCIL. 
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Gas Authority of India Ltd. (GAIL) has planned to lay a gas pipeline from Jagdishpur (UP) to 
Haldia (West Bengal). These units will serve as the anchor customer for the proposed 
pipeline and ensure its viability. Government of India has agreed to offer capital grant of 
40% project cost to GAIL for making the Pipeline project viable. While the estimated cost for 
2539 km pipeline is approx Rs. 12210 crores; govt will offer about Rs 5000 Crores in the form 
of capital grant from central budget between FY 2017-20.  
  
Commissioning Jagdishpur-Haldia gas pipeline (JHPL) is important for the development of 
critical infrastructure in Eastern India and will have multiplier effect on the economic growth 
of the region.  

th15  Batch of Executive Trainees visited various Units of GSFC

thAs a part of General In-plant training, a team of 13 Executive trainees (ETs) of 15  batch 
th thvisited various units of GSFC. The visit was organized by Training Institute from 11  -17  

May, 2016. During the visit ETs were taken to various plants where they got to interact with 
the plant In-charge. They learnt about various plants, processes & products through this 
training. 

ETs found this to be a great learning opportunity and an enriching experience which geared 
them up for their on-job training.   
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Total Automation & Integration 
with SAP in GSFC

By: D K Gandhi, VP (ELECT, INST, SYS, CIV, MM & QC)

GSFC is an integrated chemical and fertilizer company with multiple products & multiple 

locational units spread across the geographical distance of around 500 KMs. At present we 

have different types of control systems in use at GSFC plants ranging from single loop 

pneumatic / Electronic / microprocessor based to DCS / PC-PLC type for process control. 

For Interlock & equipment / plant safety purpose, we have Electro mechanical relay / PLC 

based logic system. We are having a control system which has both old and latest 

technologies. Because of the mix of old and latest technologies degree of integration 

between them is not of desired level. 

With above mentioned limitations, we can say that we are having an Island  of Automation 

with limited scope for utilization of it to a level which generates the required amount of 

data in real time mode for users to help in running the plant more efficiently OR generate 

the real time information for taking timely decisions. 

Similarly, Electrical control system is also working with old as well as new technologies & 

having wide variety with little integration. Due to it many of the Electrical parameters are 

not available to concerned users in real time mode which ultimately leads to disturbance / 

breakdown in absence of initiation of actions in time. In last 10 – 15 years there is 

significant development in the field of Electrical automation which if adopted for 

retrofitting of existing plants based on cost effectiveness OR adopted for any new project 

from the initial stage itself than it will give lot of advantage with availability of real time 

data.

100% retrofitting of Electrical & Instrument technology with latest one in existing plant 

may not be cost effective and also practically not possible due to continuous operation of 

plants. However we will have to retrofit to a level which at least generates & transfers the 

critical data in real time manner to SAP for the obvious advantages.
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If the Today's available latest technology is standardized & adopted for any new / upcoming 

projects it will definitely help a lot & cost wise it will be more or less same or somewhat 

higher in comparisons to conventional technology due to following reasons:      

è Reduction in no. of I/O cards, Aux. Contactors, timers, relays etc. 
è Reduction in size of MCCs, control panels, cable trays etc.
è Reduction in size of substations, control rooms & hence reduction in  
            Cost of civil & related infrastructural work, air conditioning cost etc.
è Drastic reduction in no. of control cables running between control 
            Room & substation / MCCs etc.
è Elimination of thousands of I/O Wiring & Marshalling panels.
è Elimination of no. of transducers, converters, gateways etc.

Standardization & adoption of the latest available technology with Integration for any new / 

upcoming projects can give us various advantages in comparison to conventional 

technology. Highlighting few of them:

è Better control of process parameters, Improvement in productivity & transparency 

in operation.
è Easier - faster fault diagnostic & downtime reduction.
è Reduction in Project execution / commissioning time.
è Safety of operation, equipment & manpower.
è Energy / Power Management in real time mode. 
è Records and communicates early warnings, diagnostics and statistics data for 

predictive maintenance / analysis. 
è Interface to transfer required data in SAP in real time mode.
è Total integration & hence availability of all process and equipment status data on 

line in real time mode.
è Man power optimization.

Conclusion: 

st21  century is the time of technology & winner will be the one who adopts the latest 

technology in optimum way from the inception of a project itself as 100% retrofitting will 

not be possible / cost effective in many of the cases at a later stage. The standardization with 

integration of Electrical / Instrumentation controls along with centralization is the need of 

hour.

(Note: Schematic for better understanding is not shown due to space constraint and it 
being more technical in nature. However anyone who is interested in complete article and 
presentation with schematics can email at dkg_su@gsfcltd.com)
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Belarus to sell India potash at lowest price in a decade

As per the statement of Belarusian Potash Company they are ready to sell 700,000 MT 
Potash to an Indian Company at $ 227 / MT on a cost and freight (CFR) basis with a credit 
period of 180 days. The Belarusian contract price is likely to become the benchmark for 
other suppliers in the International Market.

In International Potash market there are several big producers and suppliers of potash like 
Uralkali, Canpotex Ltd, Mosaic Co, Agrium Inc, Potash Corporation, etc; while India and 
China are two major consumers. Usually in International Potash Market first contract signed 
by a major producer becomes the benchmark for other suppliers. In the past all major 
suppliers have agreed over the price negotiated in the first contract. 

This year, the price agreed upon by Belarus ($ 227/MT) is much lower than the last year 
prevailing price ($332/ MT); other suppliers are not ready to sell potash at this price which 
has caused delay in signing potash deal by many international buyers. Major reasons for fall 
in the price are increasing competition among suppliers and carry forward stock of potash 
from last year, as draught considerably trimmed consumption of potash in many parts of the 
world. India has around 10 Lakh MT of Potash form last year carry- forward stock. 
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Russian Potash Producer Uralkali is not ready to sign 
contract with Indian buyers at proposed price as it 
considers the price low. Last year in May (2015), 
Uralkali had signed a contract with an Indian company 
to supply 800,000 MT of potash at $ 332 / MT. Uralkali is 
one of the World's largest producers and exporters of 
Potash. It has five mines and seven ore-treatment mills 
situated in the towns of Berezniki and Solikamsk in 
Russia. 

This year India signing deal of potash before China is 
rare. Usually, china signs the deal first and sets the price 
benchmark for other deals. 

Her Silent work is her Parents' pride

Ms. Arpita Desai, daughter of Mr. Dipak Desai & Mrs Dhairyavi 
Desai, works as a sign language Interpreter. Mr. Dipak Desai 
works in Registry Unit of GSFC. Arpita Desai was born to deaf 
and mute parents. That is what inspired her to take this 
challenging task and serve the deaf community in the city. 

She is working for a city based NGO Mook Badhir Mandal as a sign language interpreter for 
deaf individuals. Apart from her work in NGO she is pursuing Phd in acoustic sound absorbing 
materials. She plans to pursue higher studies in sign language and dedicate more time to the 
deaf community.

Her story was covered by The Times of India (ToI) on the occasion of Daughter's Day. In the 
interview to ToI Arpita Said, “Sign language was part of our daily life. It took a while for my 
parents to accept my decision to serve the community. My father was hesitant at first but 
after seeing my interaction with deaf persons and my efforts in helping them voice their 
opinions he was convinced”. “I have seen many phases in a deaf person's life from neglect to 
social withdrawal. I want to do something for this community and want deaf individual to 
have an identity of their own” she added.   

  
Arpita has excellent academic performance; she has scarified a lot for her parents. She is 
working hard to fulfil their dreams. Her commitments and dedication is remarkable for her 
goals.   



Inauguration of Volleyball Court in Polymer Unit 

A Volleyball court was inaugurated in the premises of GSFC-Polymers Unit on 2nd May, 2016 
by Unit Chief Mr A S Sikdar. It is an effort to increase sports activates at Unit Level. 

Subsequently, an inter-departmental tournament was organized by PSC (Polymers Sports 
Committee) as a part of recreational activities. Total eight teams participated in the 
tournament. In the final match Instrument Department defeated the Electrical 
Department.

Yoga Day Celebration on 21st June, 2016

GSFC Fibre Unit GSFC Polymer Unit
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Mr. Prashant Joshi, Design Engineer (Mech.) has successfully completed 
two year (2012-2014) Post Graduate Diploma in Business Management 
(PGDBM) through distance learning, conducted by Symbiosis Institute, 
Centre for Distance Learning. He was awarded A Grade for the diploma 
specializing in Finance with an additional specialization in Operation.  

Mr. Kiran R Parmar, S/o Mr. R M Parmar, Dy. Manager 
(M), Capro-I, who completed his BE in Mechanical 
Engineering from Parul University in 2016 was awarded 

nd2  Prize for his project at Tech Expo-2016, organized by 
Parul University. In his project he designed a low cost 
crop cutting machine.  

Rushabh Umeshkumar Prajapati, S/o Mr. Umesh M Prajapati, passed 
SSC Examination held in March, 2016. He obtained 98.87 percentile 
rank and scored  overall 86.5 % in all subjects.  

Heerak Vora, S/o Mr. S K Vora, Chief (Production Nylon-6 & AS II), 
played BSTA-AITA Talent Series tournament at Big Serve Tennis 
Academy, Surat from 25th -29th April, 2016 and won U-14 Boy's 
Singles Category. He also participated in GSFC Open Baroda Tennis 
Tournament-2016 organized by GSA at Fertilizernagar Township from 
28th April- 1st May, 2016. He won U-14 & U-16 Boy's Singles Category 
in GSFC Open Baroda Tennis Torunament-2016.  

Congratulations
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Mr. Hasit Bhatt, Sr. O A (CC Dept), participated in The Bridge Pair 
Tournament organized by Baroda Bridge Association at Hotel Potato, 
Vadodara on 31st July, 2016.  Mr. Bhatt secured the 1st Prize, total 40 
players participated in the tournament.  



Readers may send their views & feedback on the content of this publication and contribution
for the next edition of GSFC Newsline to:  /  nkumar@gsfcltd.com mrugeshdesai@gsfcltd.com

Mr. Asit Vyas, Chief (Administration & FNC), participated in The Bridge 
Pair Tournament organized by Baroda Bridge Association at Hotel 
Potato, Vadodara on 31st July, 2016. Mr. Vyas secured the 3rd position, 
marginally missing the second spot. Total 40 players participated in the 
tournament.   
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